"Hitch your wagon to a star."

Ralph Waldo Emerson
Wonder.

In Nappanee, Indiana, where we build the Kountry Star Fifth Wheel, every new day is a wonder. We come to work determined to do our best because that is our way. We insist that you be surprised and delighted. The Kountry Star surrounds you with quality, beauty and inspiration.

There's a big universe out there. Expand your horizons. In Kountry Star, you'll find more than your share of awe-inspiring sunrises and starry nights. More than your share of wonder.

Of course Kountry Star, which is available in 30-, 33-, 34-, 35- and 36-foot lengths, has the level of features and amenities you'd expect from Newmar. Insulation with higher than industry standard R-factors. True central air conditioning. An optional bedroom slideout. But amenities are just part of the story. Our dedication to a life of simple quality shines through. We add a little wonder into every Kountry Star we build.

Newmar Quality: A Way of Life.
Our Obligation to You. Only the

When we build the Kountry Star, we are thinking about you and your family. About how you live. Kountry Star is great for weekends, holidays, overnights, vacations and even those rare Fridays when your workload allows you to slip out a little early and head for the hills. The Kountry Star offers value and amenities you wouldn't expect. It's built for practicality and built to last. We hold deeply that our obligation is to provide you the very best fifth wheel your money can buy. Your satisfaction is our most precious product, regardless of when you're leaving, or how long you plan to stay.
Because Newmar frames its units like the framing in your home, we can provide true central air conditioning. Vents deliver cool air and return warm air, allowing you to close the door to a room and still enjoy total comfort.

Ever notice that I-beams are used when constructing skyscrapers? The I-beam is stronger than a box-channel beam. That’s why Newmar uses a 12-inch I-beam when constructing its fifth-wheel frame.
You've Been Here Before. Welcome

While this is the first time you've ever stayed in this campground, your surroundings are familiar and comfortable. You belong here. We have created an environment for you as inviting as our own home in Nappanee, Indiana. Interior appointments are tasteful and abundant. True central air conditioning, standard on Kountry Star, is something you expect in models costing much more. In fact, everything about Kountry Star speaks of our commitment to quality and comfort. It's the only way we know how to do things. Wherever you go, you'll be at home in Kountry Star.
This spacious living area features a sofa, two optional glider recliners and a computer desk, shown in Blue Stream and optional Snow Maple.

Oak cabinetry and built-in nightstands surround the comfortable queen-size bed.

Sofa/dinette in a Newmar-assembled flat-floor power slideout, shown in Terra/Oak.

An L-shaped kitchen features the optional Snow Maple cabinets.
"We mass produce in Volumes of One."

"It is my deepest belief that we need to treat others as we treat ourselves, that I should treat our customers in the same manner as I would want to be treated. I believe these values helped make our company what it is today. They affect everything we do."

**Quality Design** "We don’t take shortcuts, we construct. No matter what Newmar model our customers bought, they were assembled on the same production line, built with the same high standards and care.

**Testing** "We test everything. All of our motorhomes, for instance, are tested for leaks, for alignment and for weight before they leave the assembly line. We want to be sure our products work the way our customers expect them to work.

**Innovations** "We innovate for the long-term quality of our customer’s life. For example, there’s our flat-floor power slide out, which gives our customers as much living space as possible. We offer practical features that will make your life in a Newmar RV easier.

**Individual Responsibility** "If one of our quality-control inspectors finds a problem in the plumbing, they pull a worker from the plumbing team to fix it. We believe it’s the team’s responsibility, no one else’s. Our workers feel a personal obligation to make a customer’s RV the best possible.

**Newmar Quality** "When it’s all said and done, this translates to Newmar Quality. Customers must be able to enjoy their Newmar RV for years to come. There is no other way for us.

When we say ‘Newmar Quality: A Way of Life’, we truly live it."

Virgil Miller, President, Newmar Corp.

---

Don’t forget to check out the Newmar Kountry Klub! All you need for eligibility is to be a proud owner of any of the fine Newmar recreational vehicles.

For a complete photo gallery of all Newmar products, visit our website: www.newmargroup.com

Some features shown in our literature are optional. Colors and finishes are photographic representations and may appear differently when viewing actual materials. Prices, specifications and floorplans are subject to change at Newmar’s discretion. Please see your dealer for actual samples and specifications.
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### Standard Features

**AIR CONDITIONING & HEATING**
- 13,500 BTU Brisk® Central Air Conditioner
- 2 - 30# LP Gas Bottles with Automatic Regulator
- LP Leak Detector

**APPLIANCES & ACCESSORIES**
- 6 Gallon Gas/Electric Water Heater – Direct Spark Ignition
- 22" Microwave
- Color TV in Entertainment Center
- 3-Burner Range with Oven (piezo ignition)
- AM/FM Stereo with Cassette
- Bifold Range Cover
- Cable TV Connection with RG6 Coax
- Dometic® 2852 Refrigerator (8 cu. ft.)
- Hardwood Raised Panel Refrigerator Front
- Range Hood with Light & Fan
- Telephone Connection with one Phone Jack
- TV Antenna with Power Booster & two Jacks

**CABINETS & FURNITURE**
- One Flexsteel, Petite Recliner (where shown on floor plan drawing)
- Dinette Table with Hardwood Top and Four Chairs
- Gemstone Countertop in Kitchen with Color Coordinated Edge and Acrylic Sink
- Laminate Countertop with Color Coordinated Gemstone Edge and Porcelain Lavatory in Bath

**PLUMBING/BATH FEATURES**
- Aqua Magic IV® Stool
- Monitor Panel
- Tub/Shower Surround with Shower Door
- Water Heater Bypass System

**CONSTRUCTION FEATURES**
- Aluminum Frame Sidewalls & Roof Construction, 16° On Center

**ELECTRICAL FEATURES**
- 55-Amp Converter with Charger
- 12-Volt Battery

**EXTERIOR FEATURES**
- Filon Fiberglass Exterior Sides
- Gel-Coated Fiberglass End Caps
- Power Front Jacks
- Stabilizer Jacks (one pair)

**INTERIOR FEATURES**
- Carpeting – Nylon with Scotchgard® Stain Release
- Day/Night Pleated Window Shades and Lined Drapes
- Decorative Wall Clock
- Quilted Bedspread with Pillow Sham & Accent Pillow

### Optional Features

**AIR CONDITIONING & HEATING**
- 15,000 BTU Brisk® Air Conditioner in lieu of Standard [5 lbs.]

**APPLIANCES & ACCESSORIES**
- 10 Gallon Gas/Electric Water Heater – Direct Spark Ignition [16 lbs.]
- Add-On CD Player [5 lbs.]
- Ceiling Fan in Living Room Area [10 lbs.]
- Dometic® 3862 Refrigerator (8 cu. ft.) [5 lbs.]

**CABINETS & FURNITURE**
- Drawers with Metal Guides [5 lbs.]
- Snow Maple Cabinets [9 lbs.]
- Leathermate Recliner [5 lbs.]

**ELECTRICAL FEATURES**
- 50-Amp Electrical Service [9 lbs.]
- Exterior Security Lights (one installed on each side) [2 lbs.]

**EXTERIOR FEATURES**
- Roof Rack & Ladder [4 lbs.]

**INTERIOR FEATURES**
- Simulated Plank Floor in Kitchen Area [37 lbs.]
- Lambrquein Window Treatment [20 lbs.]

**PLUMBING/BATH FEATURES**
- China Stool with Spray Attachment [31 lbs.]
- Fiberglass Tub/Shower [75 lbs.]
- Sewage Holding Tank Rinse [1 lb.]

**WINDOWS/AWNING & VENTS**
- Fan-tastic Vent with Rain Sensor in Kitchen [11 lbs.]
- Carefree Fiesta® Side Awning [104 lbs.]
- Double Pane Tinted Safety Glass Windows [110 lbs.]
- Skylight in Bathroom (located above tub/shower) [2 lbs.]

**TOWABLE CHASSIS FEATURES**
- Spare Tire [95 lbs.]
### Specifications

#### Model 2001 KSFW 26KSB
- **Tire Size:** 225/75 R16 D
- **GVWR:** 9,900
- **Approx. Length:** 27' 4"
- **Approx. Height:** 12' 0"
- **Width:** 10" 0"
- **Approx. Dry Weight:** 9,220
- **Approx. Hitch Weight:** 1,450
- **Fresh Water:** 42
- **Grey:** 42
- **Sewage Cap:** 42
- **Approx. Hitch Height:** 46
- **Heat Cap:** 35,000

#### Model 2001 KSFW 30RKDL
- **Tire Size:** 225/75 R16 D
- **GVWR:** 11,900
- **Approx. Length:** 30' 10"
- **Approx. Height:** 12' 0"
- **Width:** 10" 0"
- **Approx. Dry Weight:** 5,591
- **Approx. Hitch Weight:** 1,822
- **Fresh Water:** 42
- **Grey:** 42
- **Sewage Cap:** 42
- **Approx. Hitch Height:** 46
- **Heat Cap:** 35,000

#### Model 2001 KSFW 30WRL
- **Tire Size:** 225/75 R16 D
- **GVWR:** 11,900
- **Approx. Length:** 30' 4"
- **Approx. Height:** 12' 0"
- **Width:** 10" 0"
- **Approx. Dry Weight:** 9,464
- **Approx. Hitch Weight:** 1,609
- **Fresh Water:** 42
- **Grey:** 42
- **Sewage Cap:** 42
- **Approx. Hitch Height:** 46
- **Heat Cap:** 35,000

#### Model 2001 KSFW 32KWB
- **Tire Size:** 225/75 R16 D
- **GVWR:** 11,900
- **Approx. Length:** 32' 4"
- **Approx. Height:** 12' 0"
- **Width:** 10" 0"
- **Approx. Dry Weight:** 9,574
- **Approx. Hitch Weight:** 1,645
- **Fresh Water:** 42
- **Grey:** 42
- **Sewage Cap:** 42
- **Approx. Hitch Height:** 46
- **Heat Cap:** 35,000

#### Model 2001 KSFW 32RKBA
- **Tire Size:** 225/75 R16 D
- **GVWR:** 11,900
- **Approx. Length:** 32' 4"
- **Approx. Height:** 12' 0"
- **Width:** 10" 0"
- **Approx. Dry Weight:** 9,860
- **Approx. Hitch Weight:** 1,377
- **Fresh Water:** 42
- **Grey:** 42
- **Sewage Cap:** 42
- **Approx. Hitch Height:** 46
- **Heat Cap:** 35,000
### Specifications

#### Model 2001 KSFW 35L6A
- **Tire Size:** 235/85 R16 E
- **GAWR:** 6,000
- **GVWR:** 14,000
- **Approx. Length:** 35' 4"
- **Approx. Height:** 12' 1"
- **Width:** 10' 9"
- **Approx. Dry Weight:** 11,171
- **Approx. Hitch Weight:** 1,767
- **Fresh Water:** 42
- **Grey:** 42
- **Sewage Cap:** 42
- **Approx. Hitch Height:** 47
- **Heat Cap:** 35,000

#### Model 2001 KSFW 35LWB
- **Tire Size:** 235/85 R16 E
- **GAWR:** 6,000
- **GVWR:** 14,000
- **Approx. Length:** 35' 3"
- **Approx. Height:** 12' 1"
- **Width:** 10' 9"
- **Approx. Dry Weight:** 10,943
- **Approx. Hitch Weight:** 2,035
- **Fresh Water:** 42
- **Grey:** 42
- **Sewage Cap:** 42
- **Approx. Hitch Height:** 47
- **Heat Cap:** 35,000

#### Model 2001 KSFW 36B6A
- **Tire Size:** 235/85 R16 E
- **GAWR:** 6,000
- **GVWR:** 14,000
- **Approx. Length:** 36' 4"
- **Approx. Height:** 12' 1"
- **Width:** 10' 9"
- **Approx. Dry Weight:** 11,006
- **Approx. Hitch Weight:** 1,761
- **Fresh Water:** 42
- **Grey:** 42
- **Sewage Cap:** 42
- **Approx. Hitch Height:** 47
- **Heat Cap:** 35,000

#### Model 2001 KSFW 36LFB
- **Tire Size:** 235/85 R16 G
- **GAWR:** 7,000
- **GVWR:** 16,250
- **Approx. Length:** 36' 5"
- **Approx. Height:** 12' 3"
- **Width:** 10' 0"
- **Approx. Dry Weight:** 12,294
- **Approx. Hitch Weight:** 2,336
- **Fresh Water:** 42
- **Grey:** 42
- **Sewage Cap:** 42
- **Approx. Hitch Height:** 47
- **Heat Cap:** 42,000

*Lengths, heights, widths and dry weights are approximate. Weight will vary based on optional equipment added to the above base weight.*